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FACTORIZATIONS OF INVERTIBLE OPERATORS
AND ^-THEORY OF C* -ALGEBRAS
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Abstract. Let j/ be a unital C*-algebra. We describe K-skeleton factoriza-

tions of all invertible operators on a Hubert C*-module %^ , in particular on

«^ = I2 , with the Fredholm index as an invariant. We then outline the iso-

morphisms K0(s/) =i TC2k([p]0) 3 n2k(GLp(s/)) and Kx(s*) & ä2*+i([Pjo) =

n2k+\(GLpr(s?)) for k > 0 , where [p]o denotes the class of all compact per-

turbations of a projection p in the infinite Grassmann space Gr°°{si) and

GLpr(srf) stands for the group of all those invertible operators on X^ essen-

tially commuting with p .

1. Introduction

Throughout, we assume that sé is any unital C*-algebra. Let %& be the

Hubert (right) sé -module consisting of all /2-sequences in sé ; i.e., %?& :=

{{a,} : YlHi alai esé}, on which an sé -valued inner product and a norm are

naturally defined by < {a,}, {b,} >= £~, a*bt and \\{a¡}\\ = ||(£~ a¡a¡)ll2\\.
Let ¿¿f(3tf ) stand for the C*-algebra consisting of all bounded operators on ß&

whose adjoints exist, and let Jí(^¡¿) denote the closed linear span of all finite

rank operators on ßfa , respectively. In case sé is the algebra C of all com-

plex numbers, ßfa is the separable, infinite-dimensional Hilbert space %f = l2;

correspondingly, ¿¿'(ßfa) reduces to the algebra Sf(%?) of all bounded oper-
ators on %?, and 5f(J%&) reduces to the algebra 3F of all compact operators

on ß?. Each element in 5?(ßtZ/) can be identified with an infinite, bounded

matrix whose entries are elements in sé [Zh4, §1]. This identification can

be realized by C*-algebraic techniques and the two important *-isomorphisms

&{&,) S M(sé ®3?)  and Jr(ßfa) = sé ® JT    = (limMn(sé))~ ;   where

M (sé ®JÍ) is the multiplier algebra of sé ®5f [Kas]. For more information

about multiplier algebras the reader is referred to [APT, Bl, Cul, El, Br2, Pel,
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OP, L, Zh4-5], among others. The set of projections

Gr°°(se):={pe5f(ß^): p = p2 = p* and p ~ 1 ~ 1 -p)

is called the infinite Grassmann space associated with sé ; where Lq ~ p ' is the

well-known Murray-von Neumann equivalence of two projections; i.e., there

exists a partial isometry v e Sf(ß?st) such that vv* = p and v*v = q. If

sé = C, then Gr°°(sé) reduces to the well-known Grassmann space Gr°°(ß7)

consisting of all projections on ß? with an infinite dimension and an infinite

codimension.

2. Factorizations and A"-theory

Let p e Gr°°(sé). If x is any element in ^f(ß^), with respect to the

decomposition p © (1 — p) = 1 one can write x as a 2x2 matrix, say (a ),

where a = pxp , b = px(l - p), c = (1 - p)xp , and d = ( 1 - p)x( 1 - p). A

unitary operator u = (a b ) is called a K-skeleton unitary along p, if both b

and c are some partial isometries in sé ® 3Í . An easy calculation shows that
a unitary operator u is a A"-skeleton unitary if and only if a is a Fredholm

partial isometry on the submodule pßZ/ and d is a Fredholm partial isometry

on the submodule (l-p)ß^ ; in other words, all p-aa* ,p-a*a, (l-p)-dd*,

(1 -p) — d*d are projections in sé ®3?. The term 'A"-skeleton' is chosen, since

Ko(sé) is completely described by the homotopy classes of all such unitaries.

Let GLpr(sé) be the topological group consisting of all those invertible oper-

ators in J2'(ß%/) such that xp -px ese ®Ji, equipped with the norm topol-

ogy from ¿¿'(ßZ/). Let GLP^sé) stand for the path component of GLpr(sé)

containing the identity; in the special case when sé = C, we instead use the

notation GLp(ß?) and GULX&), respectively. Let GL^sé) and GL^sé)
denote the group of all invertible elements in the unitization of sé ® 3? and

its identity path component, respectively.

2.1. A^skeleton factorization theorem [Zh4]. (i) If x e GLpr(sé), then there

exist an element k e sé ®3¡f, an invertible element (z'    ), and a K-skeleton
v 0  z¡'

unitary (a   ) along p such that 1 + k e GL^sé) and

A factorization of x with the form above is called a K-skeleton factorization
along p.

(ii) If two A"-skeleton factorizations of x along p are given, say

(a   b\_   ,  , (a'   b'\
x - x0Xp yc   dj- x0xp \^c,   d, \ ,

then [cc*]-[bb*] = [c'c'*]-[b'b'*]eK0(sé); in other words, [cc*]-[bb*] is an

invariant independent of all (infinitely many) possible K-skeleton factorizations
of x along p.

Outline of a proof. There is a shorter proof solely for this theorem. For the

sake of clarifying some internal relations among n0(GL^(se)), 7io([p]o), and
K0(sé), we outline a proof as follows. First, every element in GLP^sé) can be

written as a product of the form xqxp for some invertible jcq e GL{]0(sé) with
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xq- \ ese ®Ji and another invertible xp with xpp = pxp [Zh4]. Secondly,

write the polar decomposition x = (xx*)xl2u, where (xx*)xl2 e GLp0(sé) and

« is a unitary in GLpr(sé). Then consider the following subsets of Gr°°(sé) :

[upu*]r := {wupu*w* : w e GL^sé) with ww* = w*w = 1}

and

LPlo := {vpv* : v e GLp(sé)   vv* = v*v = 1}.

Technical arguments show that [upu*]r is precisely the path component of [p]o

containing upu*. Thirdly, there is a representative in [upu*]r with the form

(p - rx ) © r2 for some projections rx, r2 6 sé ® Jf . It follows that there exists

a unitary u0 e GL^sé) such that

UqUpu*u0 = (p - rx)®r2.

Then one obtains a A-skeleton unitary (ab) such that u = Uo(ab),  where

bb* = rx  and cc* = r2. Since (xx*)x/2Uo e GL^sé), we can rewrite it as a

product in the desired form xq( !,'    ). The details are contained in [Zh4].

It follows from Theorem 2.1 that x • GL^ (sé ) = ( ̂  ) • GL^(sé ) (cosets) for

each x e GLp(sé). The invariant [cc*] - [bb*] associated with the A"-skeleton

factorization of x e GLpr(sé) yields the bijection

(*   J).GZ&00 — [(p-bb*)@(cc*)]r.

It can be shown that [(p-rx)®r'x]r = [(p-r2)®r'2]r iff [r'x]-[rx] = [r'2]-[r2] in

Ko(sé). Therefore, we conclude the following theorem whose details are given
in [Zh4].

2.2. Theorem [Zh4]. The maps defined by

(°c   ^-GL^sé) h— [(p-rx)®r2]r h- [r2]-|>i]

are two bijections, which induce the following isomorphisms:

GLp(sé)/GLpoc(sé) s Dh([p]0) s K0(sé),

where GLpr(sé)¡GLpX)(sé) is the quotient group with the induced multiplication

and
Dh([p]o) = {[upu*]r : u e GLp(sé)  with uu* = u*u = 1}

is the set of all path components of [p]o ■  The group operation on Db([p]o) is
defined by

[(p - rx) © r'x]r + [(p - r2) © r'2]r = [(p - rx - s2) © (r'x © s'2)]r

for some projections s2 e p(sé ®3£)p and s'2 e (1 - p)(sé ®5?)(\ - p) such
that s2 ~ r2,   s2rx = 0,   s'2~ r'2,  and s'2r'x = 0.

2.3. Theorem. Let the base point of [p]o be p and the base point of GLP(sé)
be the identity. Then

*2*+i([p]o) = X2k+i(GL?(J*)) = Kx(sé),

and
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X2k+i(\Ph) = n2k+2(GLp(sé)) a K0(sé)   V k > 0.

Outline of a proof. Let U00(sé) be the unitary group of the unitization of

sé ®3f, and let Up(sé) be the subgroup of U^sé) consisting of all those

unitaries commuting with p. First, the map y/p : U^sé) —> [p]r defined by

y/p(u) = upu* is a Serre (weak) fibration with a standard fiber Up(sé) [Zh6,

§2]. Secondly, the long exact sequence of homotopy groups associated with this

fibration breaks into short exact sequences [Zh6, 2.5, 2.8]:

0 —» nk+x([p]r) —♦ nk{Up{s*)) —> n^U^s/)) — 0       (fc > 0).

Thirdly, by an analysis on this short exact sequence one concludes

n2k+2([p]o) = K0(sé)   and   ^+i([p]o) = Kx(sé)       (k > 0).

It is well known that the subgroup Up(sé) consisting of all unitary ele-

ments in GLpr(sé) is homotopy equivalent to GLpr(sé). We consider the maps

Up(sé) —> [p]o defined by <pp(u) = upu*. It can be shown that 4>p is a weak

fibration with a standard fiber Up(sé), where Up(sé) is the group consisting

of all those unitaries in Up (sé ) commuting with p . An argument similar to

that above applies to this fibration. One can show that 7i2k+x(Up(sé)) = Kx(sé)

and n2k+2(U?(sé)) S K0(sé) for k > 0. The details are given in [Zh6, §4].

2.4. Special case sé = C(X). In particular, if sé is taken to be the commu-

tative C*-algebra C(X) consisting of all complex-valued continuous functions

on a compact Hausdorff space X, then each element in 5f(ß?c(X)) can be

identified with a norm-bounded, *-strong continuous map from X to J2f(ß?)

[APT]. Here ^(ßif) D {x^} converges to x in the *-strong operator topology

iff

Uta - Jc)Jfc|| + \\k(xx - x)\\ -► 0   for any keJi.

Obviously, ¿2?(ß?c(x)) contains the C*-tensor product 3'(ßif)®C(X) consisting

of all norm-continuous maps from X to &(£?) as a C*-subalgebra. Then

Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 in this special case are interpreted as follows.

2.5. Corollary. Let GL°°(ß?) be the group of all invertible operators in J2f(ß?).

(i) If f : X —► GL°°(£f) is a norm-bounded, *-strong continuous map and
p is a projection in the infinite Grassmann space Gr°° (ß?) such that pf - fp e

Jf ® C(X), then f can be factored as the following product of three invertible

maps

fn_(l + kxx(.)      kx2(.)    \(gx(.)      0   \(a(.)    b(.)\ .
n'>-\   k2x(.)       l+k22(.)){   0      g2(.))\c(.)   d{.))'

where fey(.)'5 are norm-continuous maps from X to Jf, gx(.) © g2(.) is a
norm-bounded, *-strong continuous map from X to GL°°(ß^), a(.), d(.) are

*-strong continuous maps from X to the set of Fredholm partial isometries on

pß? and (\-p)ß?, respectively, and c(.), b(.) are norm-continuous maps from

X to the set of partial isometries in 3?. Furthermore,

[c(.)c(.)*]-[b(.)b(.)*] eK0(C(X)) (*K°(X))

is an invariant independent of all possible factorization with the above form.
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(ii) The groups [X, GLp(ßT)], [X,[p]0], and K0(C(X)) are isomorphic,
where [X, .] is the set ofhomotopy classes of norm-bounded, *-strong continuous

maps from X to (.).

2.6.   Invertible dilations of a Fredholm operator.  Let us illustrate a A"-skeleton

factorization of any invertible dilation of a Fredholm operator x e ¿2?(ß%/ ).

There are of course infinitely many invertible 2x2 matrices with the form

2>2(*):=(*   *)  EM2TO)).

Each such 2x2 invertible matrix is called an invertible dilation of x. Specific

constructions of such a dilation were given by P. Halmos [Ho, 222] and A.

Connes [Co]. For each invertible dilation of x it follows from the A"-skeleton

Factorization Theorem 2.1 that

(x   yx\ = (\+axx      ax2   \ ( zx    0 \ /     v        l-vv*\

\y2    z )      \   a2x       1+022/ Vo    z2J\l-v*v      -v*   /'

where a¡j 's are some elements in sé ®J?, zx, z2 e GL°°(sé), and the above

matrix on the right, say w , is a familiar unitary matrix occurring in the index

map in AT-theory [Bl, 8.3.2] in which v is a Fredholm partial isometry in

£?(ßftf). Set p = diag(l, 0). It is well known that

[1 -v*v]-[l -vv*] eK0(sé)

is precisely the Fredholm index Ind(w) = Ind(pxp) (on pß?A) ■ It follows

from Theorem 2.1 (ii) that those AT-skeleton unitaries associated with all possible

invertible dilations of x in M2(5C(ß?^)) only differ from w by a factor in

GU^sé).

3. Factorizations of invertible operators with integer indices

Now we consider some special cases such that Ko(sé) = Z (the group of all

integers); for example, sé — C, or sé = C(S2n+x) where Sm is the standard

m-sphere, or sé — cf^, the Cuntz algebra generated by isometries {5,}°^ C

S?{ßt) such that ZZi sis* ̂  l ■
Let p be any projection in Gr°°(ßf) c Gr°°(sé) [the inclusion holds because

/c/rf and &{&) c &{%*) ]• Let {&}t~ be any orthonormal basis of the

subspace pß? and {íi}ÍT¿' be any orthonormal basis of the subspace (l-p)ß?.

Then {^,-}í~ is an orthonormal basis of both ß? and ß%/ . Let uq denote

the bilateral shift associated with the basis {<^,-}í~ of X, defined by wo(£<) =

^,+1 for all i e Z. Clearly, w0 is a A>skeleton unitary of ¿¿'(ßfo) along p.
Applying the A^-skeleton Factorization Theorem 2.1 to the above special cases,

we have the following factorizations of invertible operators orientated by the
integer-valued Fredholm index:

3.1. Corollary. Suppose that K0(sé) = Z is generated by [1] where 1 is the

identity of sé . If x is an invertible operator on ß%/ suchthat px-xp e sé ®J?,

then x — (1 + k)XpUñ", where k e sé ® J?, xp is an invertible operator

commuting with p, and the integer n is the Fredholm index of pxp on the

submodule pß^ , say Ind(pxp), which is independent of the choice of {£,}+^ ,

{£/}-co and all possible factorizations along p with the same form above.
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Outline of a proof. It is obvious that \ad(pu'}jp) = —n. Let G be the group

{«o : n e Z} in which every element is a A^-skeleton unitary along p . As a spe-
cial case of Theorem 2.1 one can show that the map from G to

GLp(sé)/GLp0(sé) defined by wg i—► wg • GLP^Lsf) is a group isomorphism.

It follows that n0(GLp(sé)) = {«g • GU^sé) :neZ}. Then the factorization
follows. The reader may want to consider the extreme case sé = C and then

generalize the conclusion to a larger class of C*-algebras.

A similar proof yields the following alternative factorization of x as a prod-

uct of three invertibles under the same assumptions as of Corollary 3.1:

{(I +kx )x\ if Ind(pxp) = 0,

(1 + k2)x2(ux © u2 © • •• © U-n ®wx)     if Ind(pxp) — n < 0,

( 1 + k3)x3(u\ © u*. © • • • © u*n © w2)       if Ind(pxp) - n > 0,

where w, is a bilateral shift on a subspace ^ of ^ for \ < i < n, to/s

are unitary operators on (©"=1 ̂ T)x , k¡ e sé ® J?, and Xj 's are invertible

operators commuting with p .

3.2. Corollary. Suppose that K0(sé) = Z is generated by [1]. If x is an

arbitrary element ^f(ß^) and p e Gr°°(^) (as above) such that px - xp e

sé ®3£ , then there exists a unique norm-continuous map x(X) from C \ a(x)

to GLp0(sé), where a(x) is the spectrum of x, such that x — X = x(X)Uq"' ,

where n¡ — Ind(p(x - X¡)p) and X¡ is any complex number in the rth path

component O, of C \ a(x). An alternative K-skeleton factorization of x - k

for X e Oi is as follows (when n¡ ^ 0) :

J y¡(X)(ux © «2 © • • • © U\n¡\ © w¡)    if Ind(p(x - X¡)p) = n, < 0,

\ y,'(A)(i/* © u\ © • • • © w*. © «,-)       if Ind(p(x - A,-)p) = «, > 0,

where w,'s are bilateral shifts on mutually orthogonal closed subspaces ß?[\ of

ß?, w¡, v,'s are unitary operators on the subspace (©¡"'j ß^)L, and y ¡(A), y\(k)

are norm-continuous maps from 0¡ to GLp0(sé).

3.3. Winding numbers of invertible operators. Using the first factorization in

Corollary 3.2, we assign an integer n¡ to each path component 0¡ of

C\a(x), which is precisely the minus winding number of u^"' as a continuous

map from S"1 to Sx (via the Gel'fand transformation). We call n, the wind-

ing number of x along p over 0¡. As a particular case, if jc is an operator

whose essential spectrum, the spectrum of n(x) in the generalized Calkin al-

gebra ¿¿?(ß%/)/Jr(ß%/), does not separate the plane, then all winding numbers

of x along any p e Gr°°(sé) are zero as long as px - xp ese ®X. There is
another way to describe the integer n¡.

3.4. Corollary. Let G¡(x) denote the subgroup of GLpr(sé) generated by

GLP^Lsf) and x - X¡ where A, e 0¡. Then G^/GL^sé) =i n¿Z, and hence
GLpr(sé)/Gi(x) = Z„.,  the finite cyclic group of order n¡.

In particular, one can apply the above factorizations to an invertible dilation

of a pseudodifferential operator of order zero on a compact manifold and clas-

sical multiplication operators. Let us spend few lines to look at the following
familiar examples.
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3.5. Multiplication operators. Let Mf be the invertible multiplication opera-

tor with symbol / in L°°(SX), where -S1 is the unit circle; i.e., Mf(g) — fg

for any g e L2(SX). If p is a projection on L2(SX) such that dim(p) —

codim(l —p) = oo and pMj-Mjp is a compact operator, then it follows from

Corollary 3.1 that Mj = (1 +k)xpu^" , where n = lnd(pMjp), k is a compact

operator on L2(SX), xp is an invertible operator on L2(SX) commuting with

p , and Wo is a bilateral shift operator associated with a fixed orthonormal basis

of L2(SX). It is well known that pMjp is a familiar Toeplitz operator on the

subspace pL2(Sx).

3.6. Restricted loop group along p e Grco(ß^). Consider the following re-

stricted loop group along p consisting of all norm-bounded, *-strong continuous

maps from Sx to GLp(ßT), denoted by Map(5", GLp(ßT))ß. Since

K0(C(S1)) = Z, each / e M&p(Sx, GLp(ß?))ß can be factored as / =

(1 + fo)fiUQn , where n = Ind(pfp), /o is a norm-continuous map from

Sx tol, f\ is a *-strong continuous map from Sx to GLoa(ßf) such that

f\(z)p = pfx(z) for any z e Sx , and u0 is a bilateral shift with respect to

a fixed orthonormal basis of ßif. If / is norm-continuous, then fx is also

norm continuous. Furthermore, [Sx, GLp(ß?)] = [X, [p]0] = Z. The same

conclusions also hold, if Sx is replaced by S2n+X for any n > 1 .

3.7. Remarks, (i) Theorems 2.1-2.3 still hold, if sé is any stably unital C*-
algebra; i.e., sé ®Jf has an approximate identity consisting of a sequence of

projections [Bl, 5.5.4; Zh4].
(ii) Let Index(x, p) denote the invariant [cc*] - [bb*] e Ko(sé) in Theorem

2.1(ii). If p is fixed, then Index(x,p) is precisely the Fredholm index of

pxp as an operator on pß%/ and fits into the established theory of the Ko(sé)-

valued Fredholm index. However, some new results do arise from invariants

of Index(x, p) as the variable p runs in {p e Gr°°(sé) : xp - px e sé ®3f]
or as x and p jointly change [Zh7]. As a matter of fact, Index(x, p) is an

invariant under homotopy and perturbation by elements in sé ®JÍ with respect

to both variables x and p . For example, by the combination of the A^-skeleton

Factorization Theorem and certain invariants of Index(x, p), we proved [Zh7]

the following:

Theorem.

7i0(GL(M„(C)'e)) = {ke K0(sé) :n-k = 0}    for any n> 2 ;

where GL(Mn(C)'e) denotes the group of all invertibles in the essential commu-

tant M„(C)'e of M„(C) which is naturally embedded in M„(2'(%'^)).

(iii) The reader may want to compare (3.1)—(3.3) and the famous BDF theory

[BDF1,2] to see their obvious relations; we work with invertibles on ^ , while

the BDF theory dealt with Fredholm operators.

(iv) In [PS] Pressley and Segal have studied the restricted general linear group

GLTes(ß?) := {x e GL°°(^) : xp - px is Hilbert-Schmidt }

and given some applications to the Kdv equations. It is a hope that our results

will shed some light in the same direction.
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